SWEDEN REJECTED FAKE MODELS AND
STUCK TO THE KNOWN SCIENCE
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Sweden refused to listen to “modellers” who said it must lockdown and
thus copy CCP’s approach (lockdowns were invented by Jinping
personally). It did exactly what our pandemic plans (including Victoria’s
10 March 2020 plan) says: no lockdowns or curfews, no international or
other border closures, no quarantines, and no masks. Just voluntary social
distancing and staying at home when sick – and caring for the elderly.
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Apart from not harming its citizens’ mental health its covid outcomes have
been better than 25 other countries that imposed lockdowns. Data are also
pouring in from all over the world that lockdowns kill.
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Australian governments have used fake, bogus models that predicted
150,000 would die. They refuse to look at real data.
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WE’VE BEEN DUPED BY GOVERNMENTS AND MUST STOP THIS
MADNESS THAT IS DESTROYING LIVES, HAPPINESS AND JOBS.
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Write to me (Sanjeev Sabhlok) at sabhlok@gmail.com if you
want to change this situation.
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